How do you solve a crime in a town with secrets worth killing to protect?
Poetic Justice is a “Noir” Jersey murder mystery that harkens back to the glory days of
hard-boiled detective stories

“This is Beach Haven, not the big city; we have
our own way of doing things. We don’t need
outsiders butting in, trying to change things.”
Lewis Porter was an outsider – asked by the local
police to examine a murder scene because of his past…
work experience. Experience that he was more than
happy to keep right where he left it: in the past. But
people’s pasts have a funny way of catching up with them.
In POETIC JUSTICE, a string of mysterious disappearances of amateur poetesses in the sleepy New Jersey
shore town of 1930s Beach Haven bring Porter out of
self-imposed retirement and lead him from the beaches
to the Pinelands in search of an answer and a killer –
a killer who makes it personal. Porter finds more than
death: beneath the sand and the trees runs a foul, hidden
sewer of sin in which society’s highest and lowest swim –
all of whom have a stake in keeping their dirty truths from
seeing light. And Porter is holding open the manhole cover.
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It’s a case that not everyone wants solved – except Porter.
The question is, will he finish the case before it finishes him?

Thomas Reeder grew up outside of Philadelphia harboring a lifelong love of all things cinematic,
concurrent with an immersion in the works of the great mystery authors, that led him to an education in
visual arts and cinema studies. His works include a biography of film producer Ben Pivar, Stop Yellin’: Ben
Pivar and the Horror, Mystery and Action Adventure Films of His Universal B Unit, and numerous articles for
film and genealogical periodicals. Poetic Justice is his first foray into fiction, inspired in part by his love for
Long Beach Island, where he spends his summers. Mr. Reeder lives in Hopewell, New Jersey, with his family.
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